This paper studies optimal control subject to changing conditions. This is an area that recently received a lot of attention as it arises in numerous situations in practice. Some applications being cloud computing systems with fluctuating arrival rates, or the time-varying capacity as encountered in power-aware systems or wireless downlink channels. To study this, we focus on a restless bandit model, which has proved to be a powerful stochastic optimization framework to model scheduling of activities. This paper is a first step to its optimal control when restless bandits are subject to changing conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Optimal control subject to changing conditions is an area that recently received a lot of attention as it arises in numerous situations in practice. For example, the arrival rate of new jobs in call centers, hospital ERs, cloud computing systems, systems with time-varying capacity [1] or quality varying wireless downlink channel [4] , vary strongly over time. In general, finding optimal solutions for stochastic scheduling problems in a changing environment is notoriously difficult and the results obtained are scarce. In this paper we will restrict our attention to optimal control in a restless bandit problem [8] as this provides a powerful optimization framework to model dynamic scheduling of activities. This problem is concerned with the optimal dynamic activation of several competing bandits. Each bandit is a controllable stochastic process whose state evolution depends on whether or not the bandit is made active. The aim is to find a control that determines at each decision epoch which bandits to activate in order to minimize the cost over time associated to the states the bandits are in.
Solving the restless bandit problem is PSPACE-hard. In [8] , Whittle proposed to relax the sample-path constraint, reducing the multidimensional optimization problem to several one-dimensional problems. An optimal solution for the relaxed problem can be described by index values for each bandit depending on its state. These index functions provide a heuristic that is asymptotically optimal for the original problem as the amount of bandits grows large [6, 7] .
In this paper we make a first step to the optimal control of restless bandit problem living in a changing environment. Each bandit is associated a Markov modulated environment, whose state influences the transition rates of the bandits. Our main focus will be on a rapidly varying environment, which allows us to find asymptotically optimal index policies. In addition, we assume one cannot observe the environment, and focus on policies that are not trying to learn the state of the environment. In our proof we will make use of convergence results as obtained in [2, 3] for particle systems living in a rapidly varying environment. This paper is an extended abstract of [5] . Full details can be found there.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
We consider a multi-class restless bandit problem in continuous time, with N k denoting the number of class-k bandits, k = 1, . . . , K. We define N := k N k as the total number of bandits and γ k := N k /N as the fraction of class-k bandits. At any moment in time, a class-k bandit can be in a state j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J k }, with J k ≤ ∞, and can either be kept passive (a = 0) or active (a = 1). There is the Session: Learning I SIGMETRICS'18 Abstracts, June 18-22, 2018, Irvine, CA, USA restriction that at most α N bandits can be made active at a time, α ≤ 1.
The transitions of the class-k bandits depend on a background Markov process D k (t ) that lives in a countable state space Z = {1, . . . , d, . . .} and is positive recurrent. We use ϕ ( ⃗ d ) to denote the stationary probability vector that the environment vector ⃗ D is in state ⃗ d, and ϕ k (d ) to denote the marginal probability of environ-
When action a is performed on a class-k bandit in state i and the environment of this class-k bandit is in state d, it makes a transition to state j with rate 1 N q
The scaling 1/N makes sure that the evolution of the state of a bandit is relatively slow compared to that of its environment as N grows large, i.e., the environment changes relatively fast. Furthermore, we define the averaged transition rate by q k (j |i, a) :
(j |i, a). Decision epochs are moments when one of the N bandits changes state; a policy determines which α N bandits are made active, and we focus on Markovian policies that base their decisions on the proportion of bandits present in the different states.
We write
represents the proportion of class-k bandits that are in state j,
is the proportion of class-k bandits in state j that are activated when the proportion of bandits in each state is given by ⃗ x.
Similarly, y
is the proportion of class-k bandits in state j that are kept passive. For a given π , we define ⃗
(t ) the number of class-k bandits that are in state j at time t. As our performance criteria are stability and long-run average holding cost, the system is stable if ⃗ X N , π (t ) has a unique invariant probability distribution. We denote by C (d ) k (j, a) ∈ R the holding cost per unit of time, and
(j, a) the holding cost averaged over the states of the environment. We further introduce the following value function for given policy π , and initial proportion of bandits
We assume there exists a stable policy for which V
Our objective is to find a policy π * that minimizes V N , π − (⃗ x ) under the constraint that at any moment in time at most α N bandits can be made active, that is,
ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY
In this section we describe some of the results as obtained in [5] . For more details and proofs, we refer to the full version. We study the behaviour of the fluid process, i.e., as N grows large. Recall that the transition rate of a bandit in state j to state i that sees environment d, when action a is performed, is given , a) . Since the rates of the background process do not scale with N , when we take N → ∞, the bandit will perceive a rapidly changing environment. Before it can make a new transition, its environment has already changed infinitely many times. Its transition rate will therefore be the average over the states the environment can be in, that is q k (j |i, a)
The fluid process then arises by taking into account only the mean drifts q.
We denote by u a fluid control and let x u (t ) be the corresponding fluid process. We define its dynamics as:
We will be interested in finding an optimal equilibrium point that minimizes the holding cost averaged over the environments. This gives the following linear optimization problem:
The optimal value of the (LP) problem, v * , provides a lower bound on the performance, see the lemma below. 
with v * the optimal value of the (LP) problem.
This lemma allows to prove asymptotic optimality for certain priority policies. Proposition 3.2. Let x * be an optimal solution of the (LP) problem. Let π * be a policy for which the fluid process x π * (t ) converges to x * as t → ∞, and x * is the unique equilibrium point (global attractor 
that is, π * is asymptotically optimal.
In [5, Section 5] we define a set of priority policies that satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.2 and are hence asymptotically optimal (under a global attractor condition). For details we refer to [5] .
AVERAGED WHITTLE INDEX POLICY
In the limiting regime, as the environment varies rapidly, we found that a bandit observes only the averaged (over the steady state of the environment) parameters, that is, q k (·) and C k (·, ·). This motivates us to define the averaged Whittle index policy. For definitions of indexability and Whittle's index, we refer to [5, Section 6]. Definition 4.1 (Averaged Whittle's index policy). The averaged Whittle's index is defined as the Whittle index that results from the restless bandit problem with parameters q k (i |j, a), C k (j, a), and no modulating environment. The index of a given bandit depends only on its own current state.
The averaged Whittle index policy activates those α N bandits having currently the highest averaged Whittle index.
We prove that the averaged Whittle index policy is a special case of the priority policies as referred to above, and is hence asymptotically optimal. Proposition 4.2. Assume that for the averaged version of the restless bandit problem the process describing the state of a class-k bandit is unichain, regardless of the policy employed, and in addition the averaged restless bandit problem is indexable. If J k < ∞ for all k and a global attractor property is satisfied, then the averaged Whittle index policy is asymptotically optimal.
The above proposition extends the asymptotic optimality result of Whittle's index policy as obtained in [6, 7] to that of restless bandits living in rapidly varying Markov modulated environments. The assumptions made in Proposition 4.2 are similar to those needed in [6, 7] .
In the full version [5] , we numerically evaluate the performance of the averaged Whittle index policy and other heuristics by comparing them to the optimal solution (using value iteration). We keep the number of bandits fixed, and change the speed of the environment. The overall conclusion is that the averaged Whittle index policy performs close to optimal when the modulated environment varies rapidly.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a first step to the optimal control of Markov modulated bandits. We assumed the decision maker cannot observe the state of the environment and that the environment varies rapidly in the limit. This causes bandits only experience the averaged behaviour of the environment, as we showed in the previous section. Further insights remain to be derived for efficient control when the speed of the environment is of normal order, or arbitrarily slow, and also for the case of an observable environment. Then, it could be expected that certain environment-dependent index policies provide provably close to optimal performance.
For the problem as presented in this paper, there are many interesting threads to be further developed. For example, it remains to be understood what would be efficient heuristics for the case of an infinite state space, since only in the case of a finite state space we were able to prove that the averaged Whittle index policy is asymptotically optimal.
As future work, we further plan to investigate what happens if the evolution of the environment can also depend on the population of bandits. For example, it might be the case that the environment represents the queue length, whose evolution depends on the state of a server (bandit). Other interesting extensions are to include arrivals of new bandits to the system, as was done in [6] . This would require an extension of the results as presented in [3] .
